The usefulness of lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1 and androgen receptor in diagnosing solid pseudopapillary neoplasm of the pancreas on cytopathology.
Solid pseudopapillary neoplasm (SPN) is an uncommon tumor that is challenging to diagnose on cytology due to morphologic overlap with other pancreatic neoplasms. Recently, putative diagnostic markers for SPN have been reported in the surgical pathology literature, with nuclear positivity for lymphoid enhancer-binding factor 1 (LEF1) and androgen receptor (AR) identified in >90% and >80% of cases, respectively. In the current study, the authors sought to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of LEF1 and AR on SPN cytology specimens and available corresponding surgical resection specimens. Immunohistochemistry was performed using monoclonal antibodies against LEF1 and AR on 19 SPN cytology cases and 15 corresponding follow-up surgical resection specimens from 2 institutions. To evaluate specificity, the authors stained 23 non-SPN tumors diagnosed on cytology with corresponding surgical specimens (4 acinar cell carcinomas, 9 pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors, and 10 ductal adenocarcinomas). Positivity for LEF1 and AR was defined as any nuclear staining within neoplastic nuclei. LEF1 was found to be positive in 18 of 19 cytology cases (94.7%) and 15 of 15 corresponding surgical resection specimens (100%). AR was positive in 4 of 16 cytology cases (25.0%) and 4 of 15 corresponding surgical resection specimens (26.7%). Among non-SPN tumors, LEF1 demonstrated a specificity of 87% whereas the specificity for AR was 100%. LEF1 for SPN on cytology material was found to demonstrate a sensitivity of 94.7% and a specificity of 87%. Although AR was found to have a specificity of 100%, its sensitivity was lower (25%). LEF1 could be a valuable immunostain on cytology cell block material for the diagnosis of SPN. However, the same may not hold true for AR.